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A lack of Honesty is often at the HEART of   
a broken  relationship...  and whether its 
telling or hearing - the truth is not ALWAYS 
easy,  and the outcome often creates 
TENSION... but RECONCILIATION demands 
honesty!
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Genesis 3:1-14





a.  Discovering the truth can take TIME.

b.  Changing our LIVES to REFLECT the truth 
can be hard work. 

c.  Often we’re more concerned about others 
FEELINGS and avoiding CONFLICT in our 
relationships, than honesty.

1.  The Tension:



“ignorance is sometime directly 

and intrinsically voluntary, as 

when one freely chooses to be 

ignorant so that he may sin more 

freely.” - Thomas Aquinas

Summa Theologiae - Thomas Aquinas  Magraw -Hill

1964.  vol. 25 - 155
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“Sin also brings blindness- the more you 

reject the truth about God the more 

incapable you are of perceiving any truth 

about yourself or the world (Is.29:9-10;Rom.

1:21). -Tim Keller

www.redeemer.com/news_and_events/articles/the_importance_of_hell.html
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Tiger Woods confessed Sunday that he 
"was living a life of a lie, I really was .  
And I was doing a lot of things that 
hurt a lot of people,” he said."Stripping 
away denial and rationalization, you 
start coming to the truth of who 
you really are, and that 
can be very ugly," 
Woods continued. 

http://www.nydailynews.com/gossip/2010/03/21/2010-03-21_tiger_woods_admits_living_life_of_a_lie_in_stunning_first_tv_interview_since_his.html#ixzz0is7OlIl3
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a.  Take time to EXAMINE your life and 
choices.  -Lam. 3:40; 1Cor. 11:28; 2Cor. 13:5)

b.  Live in ACCOUNTABILITY.  -Prov. 27:17; Heb. 10:25

c.  Speak the TRUTH in love. -Eph. 4:15; 1Tim. 5:1; Col. 3:16; 2Tim. 4:2 

d.  STUDY the truth.  - Psa. 119:9-11; Rom. 12:1-2; 2Tim. 3:16

2.  Making an “honest” living...
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